Asset pricing models based on rational time-varying expected returns and equity characteristics impose a restriction on stock return predictability. We provide a framework for investigating the restriction using an economic metric based on asset allocation decisions in the presence of estimation risk. We show large and economically significant deviations from several well-known factor models, including Fama and French (1993) , and the characteristics model of Daniel and Titman (1997) . The deviations are robust to various specifications. The results carry implications for inference in long horizon event studies, evaluating equity mutual funds, and other applications using risk factors or equity characteristics as benchmarks.
Introduction
Rational asset pricing theories impose a restriction on stock return predictability. Specifically, stock prices adjusted for dividends and scaled by marginal utility are martingales with respect to the conditioning information used by investors to form their expectations. The martingale property restricts the intercept and slope coefficients in predictive regressions to conform to some specific values, thereby delivering a testable restriction. In particular, it provides a reference for investigating whether the apparent predictability in stock returns is consistent with rational pricing, or instead should be attributed to market inefficiencies.
To date, the classical significance testing approach has not delivered a unified view. For example, Harvey (1991, 1993) and Ferson and Korajczyk (1995) trace much of the evidence on predictability to asset pricing models, whereas Kirby (1998) and Ferson and Harvey (1999) provide evidence to the contrary.
Our study develops a framework for judging the practical consequences of deviations from conditional factor models using a utility-based metric. In particular, we derive closedform solutions for conditional tangency portfolios in the presence of estimation risk based on both restricted and unrestricted predictive regressions. We then map the optimal portfolios into risk free certainty equivalent rates. The difference between these rates gives a powerful metric for gauging the discrepancies between the specifications. Such a metric overcomes some difficulties in interpreting the evidence based on classical hypothesis testing. In particular, it is plausible that even though the null restriction is not violated from a statistical perspective, the discrepancies might be of great economic importance. To compare restricted and unrestricted investment decisions we also derive unconditional Sharpe ratios in the presence of conditioning information for both specifications. Motivated by Ferson and Siegel (2000) , such ratios are not sensitive to the values of the predictive variables realized at the time the investors make their portfolio selection, a favorable property.
Using monthly observations spanning the period July 1935 through December 1998, the analysis shows that the three-factor model of Fama and French (1993) (henceforth FF) and other factor models, which account for the momentum anomaly documented by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) and for interest rate and credit risk exposures, do not explain the apparent predictability in stock returns. Asset allocations, derived separately for an investment universe containing 25 portfolios sorted on size and book-to-market and another universe containing 20 industry portfolios, display a considerable sensitivity to the imposition of the pricing restriction on predictive regressions. To illustrate, the difference in monthly certainty equivalent rates exceeds, in some cases, 9%. Moreover, the unrestricted monthly Sharpe ratio exceeds 0.62, whereas the same quantity based on the aforementioned asset pricing models ranges between 0.28 and 0.36.
When factor models are rejected in hypothesis testing, it is rather natural to resort to the characteristics-based model of Daniel and Titman (1997) (henceforth DT) . Indeed, the characteristics model carries testable implications for predictability as well. To illustrate, DT form arbitrage portfolios as differences between returns on highest and lowest HML-beta portfolios within size and book-to-market categories. A characteristics-based model contends that attributes of long and short positions within any such category are approximately the same. Therefore, at any time period the returns on the arbitrage portfolios must have a conditional mean equal approximately to zero, given the information set available to economic agents. This suggests that in the time-series regression of arbitrage portfolio returns on a constant intercept and lagged information variables, the intercept should be centered around zero and information variables need not enter significantly into the predictive regression.
Using the long history of arbitrage portfolio returns studied by Davis, Fama, and French (2000) , the analysis shows that these returns are predictable based on both economic and statistical metrics, in contrast to what would be implied by the model. First, regressing arbitrage portfolio returns on lagged information variables, we find that lagged variables do enter significantly into the predictive regression. Second, asset allocation based on an investment universe containing nine arbitrage portfolios exhibits strong sensitivity to the values of predictive variables realized at the time the investors make their portfolio decisions.
Our results point to the difficulties in making inferences about short-and long-term returns in various applications in financial economics using factors or equity characteristics as benchmarks. Such applications include the evaluation of equity mutual funds, the examination of price reactions to corporate activities, such as earnings announcement, initial and seasoned public offerings, share repurchase, and dividend initiations and omissions. We further show that the characteristics-based model of DT does not provide a robust alternative to the standard frictionless risk-return paradigms. This may suggest that financial market anomalies manifest themselves because of an incorrect specification of the risk-return tradeoff. As Fama (1998) contents, the correct null should still be one of market efficiency. The search for better specified asset pricing models is, however, far from over.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section I constructs a framework for analyzing asset allocations among multiple investable assets when predictive regression coefficients conform to values implied by factor models. Section II describes the data.
Section III contains results. Conclusions and ideas for future research are provided in Section IV. Technical issues are discussed in the appendix.
I Predictability and Factor Models A The Econometric Framework
A rational pricing framework is based upon the expression E [ξ t+1 r t+1 |Ω t ] = 0, where E [•|Ω t ] indicates expectation given Ω t , the full set of information at time t, ξ t+1 is the discount factor at time t + 1, and r t+1 is the time t + 1 vector of excess returns on N risky assets.
The pricing expression implies that in informationally efficient markets the process ξ s r s for s > t cannot be predicted. However, it does not rule out return predictability. In particular, Hansen and Singleton (1983) show that returns can be predicted if investors are risk averse and if the conditional covariances of returns and discount factors are time-varying. Our analysis focuses on the factor model specification, which replaces their consumption-based expression with the form ξ t+1 = a t + b 0 t f t+1 , where a t and b t are some potentially timevarying parameters and f t+1 denotes factors that are proxies for marginal utility growth.
We first consider the multivariate time-series regression of an N × 1 vector of excess returns, a K ×1 vector of factor-mimicking portfolios, and an M ×1 vector of current values of information variables (z t ) on a constant intercept and lagged information variables
where
A is an (M +1)×(N +K +M ) matrix of the regression intercept and slope coefficients. We assume that u t is normally distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ t−1 . We also assume that all the time-series in the study -stock returns, factormimicking portfolios, and predictive variables -are covariance-stationary. The predictive variables are treated as part of the left-hand-side data for several reasons. First, they evolve stochastically. Second, this specification facilitates exploring conditional portfolio selection as shown, for example, by Barberis (2000) .
Proposition 1 establishes a pricing restriction on the multivariate regression of excess stock returns on predictive variables when Σ t , and hence the conditional beta, is assumed fixed. 1 This restriction generalizes the one derived by Kirby (1998) for factor models. It holds true whether or not the set of predictive variables used by the econometrician spans the complete set of information used by investors to form their expectations.
Proposition 1
The restriction (referred throughout as the "null restriction") on return predictability implied by a pricing model using return spreads as factors can be stated as
where A R and A F are the partitions of the matrix A conforming to the partition of the data on the left hand side in equation (1):
and Σ F F and Σ F R are the corresponding partitions of Σ:
Proof. See part A of the appendix. ¥
The null restriction has an intuitive appeal: If all the investable assets are priced by a lower dimensional set of K < N benchmark positions, then returns are predictable only if risk premiums are predictable and cross-sectional dispersion in predictability is attributed to non-identical loadings on the benchmark positions. The pricing restriction holds for all assets simultaneously rather than for each single asset separately. 2 Furthermore, the pricing in risk premia through time, whereas the impact of variation in conditional betas is marginal. A different approach is undertaken by Shanken (1990) , Ferson and Schadt (1996) , and Ferson and Harvey (1999) who express the beta as a linear function of the information variables.
2 Asset pricing models do impose restrictions for individual assets. However, by not taking account of the cross-sectional restrictions, conditional risk premiums associated with the common factors are not likely to be equal across assets, an unfavorable property. Ferson and Harvey (1993) 
B Tangency Portfolios and Conditional Factor Models
The consistency (or lack thereof) of stock return predictability with asset pricing models is examined via comparing optimal portfolio choices based on restricted and unrestricted predictive regressions. In particular, we focus on an investor whose optimal policy consists of selecting among mean-variance portfolios in the presence of conditioning information.
The mean-variance setting is undertaken, among others, by McCulloch and Rossi (1990) who examine the Arbitrage Pricing Theory of Ross (1976) using a utility-based metric, and by Fleming, Kirby, and Ostdiek (2000) who assess the economic value of volatility timing.
Of course, it would be reasonable to conjecture that significant deviations from the pricing restrictions, if extant, will be reflected in the simplified mean-variance paradigm.
The investor is assumed to find the historical evidence useful in assessing investment opportunities which, in turn, are reflected through the Bayesian predictive distribution: 3
Observing only a finite sample, the investor does not know the true values of the parame- by Harvey (1991, 1999) does imply restrictions on the predictive regression coefficients. However, their multi-step procedure for cross-section estimation leaves those coefficients unrestricted.
3 The Bayesian predictive distribution has been originated by Zellner and Chetty (1965) . It has been extensively used in portfolio decisions in the context of both iid returns, such as in Bawa, Brown, and Klein (1979) , Pastor (2000) , and Pastor and Stambaugh (2000) , and time-varying expected returns, such as in Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) , Avramov (2000) , and Barberis (2000) .
ters A and Σ. Therefore, part of the risk rationally perceived by the investor arises due to estimation risk.
The set of N portfolio weights is obtained as
where γ is interpreted as the coefficient of relative risk aversion defined with respect to the investor's utility of wealth at time T + 1. The solution to (3) takes the from:
which yields the conditional mean-variance efficient portfolio of risky assets. Proposition 2 provides the predictive mean and variance based on the unrestricted specification.
Proposition 2 When investors discard the pricing restriction on return predictability as worthless, the predictive mean and variance are given by
with I T the identity matrix of order T .
Proof. See part B of the appendix. ¥ Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) show that the unrestricted predictive distribution based on an investment universe comprising a single risky asset is Student t, suggesting a multivariate Student t distribution for the case of multiple risky assets. Proposition 3 describes the predictive distribution based on the restricted scenario. Interestingly, this distribution obeys the form of the multivariate Student t as well. The t distribution belongs to the family of elliptical distributions. As a result, the framework developed here is consistent with expected utility maximization, as discussed by Ingersoll (1987) .
Proposition 3 When investors display dogmatic beliefs about the pricing restriction on return predictability, the predictive distribution obeys the multivariate Student t. The corresponding moments are given by
Proof. See part C of the appendix. ¥
The implications of conditional asset pricing models for the mean-variance tangency portfolio are best illustrated when estimation risk is ignored and, instead, parameters are treated as known. In that case, the unrestricted solution obeys the form
where α T is the asset mispricing prevailed at the time the investment decision was made.
The unrestricted solution is equal to the sum of two components. The first is proportional to α T . The second, the restricted solution, is proportional to
¤ , the efficient portfolio based on an investment universe comprising K factors only. In fact, if the investment universe is extended to include both N stocks and K factors then the pricing restriction implies that the conditional tangency portfolio involves only the factors:
where ω * r and ω * f are the investments in the N risky assets and K factors, respectively.
To compare restricted and unrestricted specifications, we also derive unconditional Sharpe ratios for both specifications in the presence of conditioning information, as solved by Ferson and Siegel (2000) . The Sharpe ratio is computed as
From a pure Bayesian perspective, it is not feasible to address unconditional quantities relevant to investment strategies in the presence of conditioning information; the Bayesian predictive distribution treats all the sample data, including predictive variables, as given information. We, therefore, do not take account of estimation risk. Instead, we draw a vector of predictors from its unconditional normal distribution with mean (I M −a 0 z ) −1 α z and variance V Z , where α z and a z are partitions of A z :
and vec(•) denotes the vector formed by stacking the successive columns of the matrix. We then approximate the unconditional expectation in (7) using a Monte Carlo integration.
II Data
The sample contains monthly observations on stock returns, factor-mimicking portfolios, and predictive variables spanning the period July 1935 through December 1998, thereby providing 762 observations. The stock universe includes 25 size-book-to-market portfolios identified by a combination of letters and numbers designating increasing values of size (S1, . . . , S5) and book-to-market (B1, . . . , B5). For instance, S1 refers to the lowest 20 percent of market capitalization, whereas S5 refers to the largest. The set of factormimicking portfolios includes the market (MKT), size (SMB), and value (HML) premiums, the winners-minus-losers (WML) one-year momentum in stock returns, and the differences between returns on long-term and short-term government bonds (TERM) and between low graded and high graded corporate bonds (PREM).
Five information variables are chosen based on findings in previous studies. These are dividend yield (Div), term spread (Term), default-risk spread (Def), one month Treasury bill rate (Tbill), and return on the equal-weighted NYSE index in excess of the return on the one month Treasury bill (Ret). Dividend yield is constructed as in Fama and French (1989) and others as the total payment of dividends on the value-weighted NYSE portfolio over the recent twelve months divided by the contemporaneous level of the index. We examine the implications of equity characteristics models for predictability using sample observations spanning the period July 1929 through June 1997. The sample contains returns on nine beta-spread portfolios formed by Davis, Fama, and French (2000) . Each portfolio is identified by two letters designating increasing values of size (S,M,B) and bookto-market (L,M,H) along with the notation (h-l), denoting a long position in the highest and a short position in the lowest HML beta portfolios within any size and book-to-market category. To illustrate, BH(h-l) denotes an arbitrage position that is long in the big size, high book-to-market, and high HML beta portfolio and short in the same size and bookto-market category, but with the lowest HML beta portfolio.
Panels A and B of Table I present summary statistics for the sample data used to explore the consistency of predictability with risk-based and with characteristics-based asset pricing models, respectively. 4
III Results
A Factor Models and Stock Return Predictability 1 Some Statistical Evidence Table II summarizes the time-series multivariate regression of 25 size-book-to-market portfolios on lagged information variables. Each panel in Table II Upon initial inspection one can observe several interesting insights for the consistency of predictability with the FF three-factor model. For example, regardless of the imposition of the FF restriction, higher values of dividend yield, excess return on the NYSE index, default-risk spread, and term spread are accompanied by higher expected returns. In the same vein, a higher realization of Treasury bill rate is followed by lower expected returns.
Focusing on the unrestricted specification, we observe that the signs of posterior means of the predictive regression slopes are virtually identical across portfolios, consistently with what one would expect under circumstances where predictability is rational. The intuition behind that argument is as follows. Consider a simplified paradigm endowed with a single factor and a single predictive variable, in which the pricing restriction obeys the form a r,i = a F β i , where β i is the constant conditional beta. The sign of a r,i must be equal across the 25 size-book-to-market portfolios based on the reasonable assumption that the sign of β i is identical across those portfolios.
Asset Allocation and the FF Restriction
The FF model appears to have captured some interesting statistical features about stock return predictability. From a decision-making perspective, we derive asset allocations in the presence of information variables for mean-variance optimizing investors under specifications that differ with respect to whether the predictive regression parameters are constrained by a conditional version of the FF pricing model. Table III exhibits Negative allocations represent short sales, and negative cash amounts denote borrowing.
Certainty equivalent rates (denoted CE) are assigned to the optimal portfolio choices based on the restricted and unrestricted specifications. The rates are computed by substituting the optimal portfolio weights into equation (3). The predictive moments for both specifications are based upon the unrestricted regression. The difference between the rates provides a utility-based metric for judging differences between a model encompassing the FF restriction on predictability and an unrestricted counterpart. Certainty equivalent values, reported in Table III , represent monthly risk free rates that would provide with the same expected utility as the one obtained by the optimal asset allocation from the perspective of hypothetical investors who discard the FF pricing restriction on stock return predictability as worthless. (Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) originate this metric.)
Results exhibited in Table III are somewhat mitigated when current values equal sample means (in that case, differences are entirely attributed to the second moments), but remain prominent also at those levels.
The monthly loss in a certainty equivalent risk free rate attributed to holding suboptimal portfolios ranges between 1.93% and 10.58% when current values of predictive variables equal actual realizations, between 0.41% and 2.22% when current values equal sample means, between 1.67% and 9.22% when current values equal one standard deviation above sample means, and between 1.63% and 8.93% when current values equal one standard deviation below sample means.
Imposing the FF restriction reduces the great sensitivity of portfolio weights to changes in conditional expected returns. In particular, under the null restriction, portfolio weights are much less sensitive to varying the current values of the predictive variables, suggesting that returns on size-book-to-market portfolios are too predictable to be compatible with a conditional version of the FF three-factor model. This is consistent with Kirby (1998) and Ferson and Harvey (1999) . Furthermore, portfolio weights take rather extreme values in the unrestricted scenario, amounting to large long and short positions in various securities, whereas imposing the FF restriction results in substantially less extreme weights.
The Momentum Effect, Interest Rate Exposure, and Credit Conditions
The empirical literature has posed several challenges to the FF three-factor model. In fact, Fama and French (1996) themselves acknowledge that their three-factor model cannot explain the continuation of short-term returns, or the momentum anomaly, documented by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) . Instead, they attribute momentum to data-mining or survivorship bias. Motivated by such a failure, Carhart (1997) proposes to include an additional factor capturing momentum along with the traditional three FF factors. Further, Elton, Gruber, and Blake (1995) include a forth factor, an excess return on a low-grade bond portfolio, to take account of interest rate exposure.
To capture exposures related to the momentum in stock returns, interest rate, and credit conditions, we examine the restrictions on predictive regressions implied by three additional factor models: the four-factor model of Carhart (1997) The term-structure premium and default-risk premium are assumed to capture exposures related to shifts in interest rates and economic conditions that change the likelihood of default. Those two factors were used in the time-series regressions of FF who conclude that the risk exposure related to interest rate and credit conditions are too small to explain much variation in the cross section of expected stock returns. In contrast, using the cross-section regression approach Chen, Roll, and Ross (1986) provide evidence that a variable similar to the default-risk premium is the most powerful factor, and the term-structure premium has some power as well. Incorporating the additional factors compensates somewhat for constant conditional betas along the line of reasoning implemented by Jagannathan and Wang (1996) whose interpretation for the conditional CAPM amounts to extending the traditional single beta representation to a three-beta model. 5
We derive optimal portfolios subject to the restrictions on predictive regressions implied by each of the aforementioned three pricing models and compute loss in certainty equivalent measures, as described above. Table IV Table IV indicates that the practical consequences of deviations from factor models amount to a great utility loss for every conceivable measures of risk tolerance and current values of predictive variables. The reader might note that, although each of the factor models examined here nests the three FF factors as a special case, it does not improve, in most cases, the apparent utility loss attributable to the imposition of the FF restriction on predictive regressions. For example, focusing on scenario I and γ = 2, the monthly loss in a certainty equivalent rate exceeds 10% for every entertained pricing model. This suggests that the additional three factor-mimicking portfolios WML, PREM, and TERM do not help explaining the cross-sectional dispersion in conditional expected returns.
5 The equivalence between constant betas with a large set of factors and time-varying betas with a smaller set is also addressed by Cochrane (1996 Cochrane ( , 2000 who discusses the use of scaled factors. To understand that concept consider a conditional version of a single factor model taking the form ξ t+1 = a t + b t f t+1 . Note that by letting a t = a 0 + a 1 z t and
. That is, a single factor model with time-varying parameters has transformed into a multifactor model with constant parameters obeying the form Lo and MacKinlay (1990) argue that if portfolios are formed based on characteristics found in prior empirical research to be related to average returns then the hypothesis in favor of the model will be rejected too often due to data-mining biases. To assess the sensitivity of results to the portfolio grouping procedure, conditional mean-variance efficient portfolios are derived based on an investment universe containing 20 industry portfolios, which are formed using monthly returns from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) at the University of Chicago. The industry classification according to two-digit SIC codes follows Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999) . Returns on industry portfolios reflect equal weights on securities within any industry group.
The utility loss based on the new investment universe is displayed in Table V. Changing the investment universe does not appear to mitigate the failure of linear factor models to explain the time-variation in expected stock returns to economically significant degrees. The monthly loss in a certainty equivalent measure is prominent for every entertained levels or the relative risk aversion coefficient and current values of predictive variables. For example, focusing on γ = 2 and current values equal actual end-of-sample realizations, the monthly loss in a certainty equivalent rate is 6.05%. Including momentum, term structure premium, and default risk premium modestly reduces the loss to 5.91%.
Unconditional Sharpe Ratios in the Presence of Conditioning Information
Unrestricted and restricted investment opportunities are also compared based on unconditional Sharpe ratios in the presence of information variables. The unconditional Sharpe ratios are not sensitive to the most recent values of the predictive variables, but instead depend upon the overall distribution of the predictive variables, as displayed in (7). This, in turn, facilitates evaluating portfolio performance when an agent uses conditioning information which is not available to the observer. The latter can form her judgment based on the unconditional moments, as explained by Ferson and Siegel (2000) . Unconditional Sharpe ratios are derived for both investment universes, noted earlier, based on the restricted and unrestricted specifications. In particular, we consider the following five conditional assetpricing models: i) CAPM; ii) FF; iii) the three FF factors plus WML; iv) the three FF factors plus DEF and TERM; and v) the three FF factors plus WML, DEF, and TERM. Daniel and Titman (1997) and Davis, Fama, and French (2000) .) The sentiment hypothesis contends that attributes, not risk factors, explain expected returns.
In particular, the model implies that attributes of high and low HML portfolios within any size and book-to-market category are approximately the same, implying that the time t return on each portfolio should have expected value approximately equal to zero given the information set z t−1 . Therefore, in a regression of arbitrage portfolio returns on lagged information variables, the intercept should be indistinguishable from zero and predetermined variables need not enter significantly into the predictive regression. We show that allocations to arbitrage portfolios strongly depend on the values of predictive variables realized at the time the investment choice was undertaken, suggesting that not only are returns on the nine arbitrage portfolios predictable to statistical degrees but also to some economic degrees. Obviously, asset allocations to equities substantially differ from zero -the optimal allocation implied by the model. For example, focusing on the end-of-sample realizations and γ = 2, the allocation to arbitrage portfolios ranges between -315.69% to 356.39%. The evidence suggests that a model that attributes the evolution of expected returns to size and book-to-market characteristics does not help explaining the apparent predictability in stock returns to either economic or statistical degrees.
C Some Caveats
Any rejection of a conditional version of asset pricing models might be due to time-varying betas, which, in turn, imply an insufficiently rich set of factors, as described earlier. Timevarying betas have been incorporated in several related studies using the cross-sectional approach of Fama and MacBeth (1973) with some refinements to improve efficiency. The cross-sectional analysis, however, is not robust to various econometric difficulties, including the appearance of useless factors (Kan and Zhang (1999) ) and errors-in-variables resulting when the first-pass time-series regression coefficients appear on the right hand side in the second pass. Moreover, Ghysels (1998) argues that if the dynamic of beta is appropriately captured then time-varying beta outperforms constant-beta models. However, if beta is inherently misspecified, serious pricing errors may result; these errors are potentially larger than with a constant beta model.
A conditional factor pricing model with respect to the information set z t−1 need not imply a conditional pricing model with respect to the larger set Ω t−1 . As a result, any rejection of the null might be due to an insufficiently encompassing set of information.
Obviously, that is a natural concern in an applied work, discussed also by Jagannathan and Wang (1996) who acknowledge that a number of variables may help predict future economic conditions, but concentrate on the default-risk spread as a sole information variable to facilitate estimation of parameters of interest with some degree of precision.
Referring to Hansen and Richard (1987) , Cochrane (2000) emphasizes the practical inability of testing conditional factor models since the conditioning information used by economic agents is unobservable to the econometrician. Along that line of reasoning, our empirical examination can, at least, be viewed as testing implications conditioned on lagged variables that we do observe and that are widely used in applied work. Our economic-based metric is still of great value since, after all, academics and practitioners incorporate only observed quantities in applications requiring the implementation of time-series regressions or General Method of Moments for various purposes, including asset allocation, portfolio performance evaluation, cost of equity estimation, and inference in Long horizon event studies. Restricting the analysis to observed conditioning variables, we, like Ferson and Harvey (1999) , raise a flag of caution for using several conditional asset pricing models.
The same flag is raised when using the characteristics-based model of DT.
IV Conclusion
Recent studies in the financial-economics literature have attributed the conflicts of the observed financial data with the standard frictionless asset pricing models to non-rational agents who drive asset prices. Indeed, we show that the sample evidence about stock return predictability is not consistent with several factor models. However, a characteristics-based model based upon investor sentiment is at odds with the sample data as well. The search for better specified asset pricing models is, therefore, far from over.
The departures from the pricing restrictions might be sensitive to whether investors optimize single or multi-period objective functions. A challenge would be to extend our setting to a framework accommodating long-horizon investors who intertemporally solve for the optimal portfolio choice by maximizing the value function with respect to a sequence of optimal policies. (2000) and Pastor and Stambaugh (2000) who conduct their analysis assuming that returns are iid.
A Proof of Proposition 1
A factor model implies the following relationship conditioned upon a finer set of information comprising the predictive variables used in the study z t−1 ⊆ Ω t−1 , and then using the law of iterated expectations yield
Substituting for the conditional expectations of excess stock returns and factor mimicking portfolios obtained from equations (1) into equation (A.2), we obtain
This equality holds for every time interval in a multi-period setting, hence it follows that
In the absence of asset mispricing α t = 0 ∀t. The result follows.
B Proof of Proposition 2
First, we need to derive the posterior distribution of the regression parameters. With the likelihood function obeying the normal density, standard results imply that conditional on Σ, the vector a = vec(A) is multivariate normally distributed with meanâ = vec(Â), wherê 
Following equation (1), the stochastic process of future excess stock returns is given by
The predictive mean follows by taking expectations from both sides of (B.1). The predictive variance can be expressed as
The variance follows by using the law of iterated expectations and properties of the inverted Wishart distribution (see, for example, Anderson, 1971, p. 270) and by recognizing that
C Proof of Proposition 3 C.1 The Predictive Moments
Partitioning the multivariate representation of equation (1) into its components, one obtains three multivariate regressions: 6
Regressing the residuals from (C.1) on the residuals from (C.2) yields
6 I am grateful to John Geweke for suggesting this idea.
We now reexpress the matrix of excess returns R:
Hence, we have a recursive system with F and Z determined in the block consisting of (C.2) and (C.3), and then R is determined in the block consisting of R = F B + V R . In particular, the likelihood function is given by
We now can recover analytically the posterior distributions. The joint posterior distribution ofÃ andΣ can be expressed as:
. Standard results imply that:
The joint posterior distribution of B and Ψ can be expressed as:
where C = (R − FB) 0 (R − FB). Standard results imply that:
The relation in (C.4) implies that the N × 1 vector of one-period-ahead excess stock returns can be expressed as a sum of three orthogonal terms:
The mean follows by taking expectations from both sides of (C.6) and recognizing that cov(A F , B 0 ) = 0. The predictive variance can be expressed as
The third term is equal toΨ. By the law of iterated expectations, the second term can be expressed as E{B 0Σ F F B|D}. Its (i, j) element is given by
Therefore, the second term is equal tô
By the law of iterated expectations the (i, j) element of the first term is equal to:
Therefore,
Now, we can express the first term aŝ
The result follows by summing over the first term (C.11) the second term (C.8) and the third term and then subtracting the forth term.
C.2 The Predictive Distribution
We now demonstrate that the predictive distribution obeys the form of multivariate Student
That is, both P (ỹ T +1 |D) and P (r T +1 |f T +1 , D) obey the multivariate Student t distribution function and so does their product. An immediate result is that the predictive distribution of future stock returns obeys the form of multivariate Student t. (Zellner (1971) pp. 233-236 discusses several properties of the Student t probability density function.)
D The Marginal Posterior of A R

D.1 The Unrestricted Case
To obtain the marginal posterior distribution of A R , we first integrate out Σ from the joint posterior distribution P (A, Σ|D). The steps are given below:
Integrating out Σ requires using the properties of the inverted Wishart distribution.
The last term follows by making use of the fundamental identity |I n − P Q| = |I m − QP |, where I a is the a × a identity matrix, P and Q are n × m and m × n matrices, respectively.
The obtained density obeys the form of a matric-variate Student t distribution, (see, for example, Box and Tiao (1997) ), a matric-variate extension to the Student t distribution denoted by:
where ν stands for the degrees of freedom. The posterior distribution of a i , the i−th column in the matrix A, obeys the multivariate Student t: 
D.2 The Restricted Case
The marginal posterior distribution of A R does not correspond to any well-known distribution. We can recover analytically the posterior mean, but use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the posterior standard deviation. In particular,
To solve for the second moment, we first vectorize the matrix A R using the identities (see, for example, Poirier ,1995, p. 646) :
The second moment is the diagonal elements of
A Monte Carlo estimate for (D.6) is given bŷ
where A (g) F and B (g) are the g-th draws from the corresponding posterior distributions and G is the total number of draws. Panel A shows descriptive statistics for excess returns on 25 portfolios sorted on size and book-to-market, the three Fama and French (1993) factors (denoted MKT, SMB, and HML), the momentum factor (WML), default-risk premium (DEF), term-structure premium (TERM), and five predictive variables used to explore the consistency of stock return predictability with conditional versions of risk-based asset pricing models. The statistics are based on 762 observations spanning the period July 1935 through December 1998. The portfolios are identified by a combination of letters and numbers designating increasing values of size (S1, . . . , S5) and book-to-market (B1, . . . , B5). For instance, S1 refers to the lowest 20 percent of market capitalization, whereas S5 refers to the largest. The set of predictive variables includes dividend yield (Div), return on the equal-weighted NYSE index in excess of the return on the one month Treasury bill (Ret), one month Treasury bill rate (Tbill), default-risk spread (Def), and term spread (Term). Panel B shows descriptive statistics for nine arbitrage portfolio returns and five predictive variables, used to explore the consistency of stock return predictability with a characteristics-based asset pricing model. The statistics are based on 816 observations spanning the period July 1929 through June 1997. Each of the nine portfolios is identified by two upper case letters designating increasing values of size (S,M,B) and book-to-market (L,M,H) along with the notation (h-l), denoting a long position in the highest and a short position in the lowest HML beta portfolios within any size and book-to-market group. To illustrate, BH(h-l) denotes a position that is long in the big size, high book-to-market, and high HML beta portfolio and short in the same size-book-to-market category but with the lowest HML beta portfolio. The set of predictive variables includes dividend yield (Div), return on the equal-weighted NYSE index in excess of the return on the one month Treasury bill (Ret), one month Treasury bill rate (Tbill), default-risk spread (Def), and term spread (Term). The dividend yield is the total payment of dividends on the value-weighted NYSE portfolio over the recent twelve months divided by the contemporaneous level of the index. The term spread is calculated by subtracting the annualized yield on the one-month Treasury bill from the annualized yield on Moody's Aaa bond portfolio. The default-risk spread is obtained as the annualized yield on Moody's Baa bond portfolio minus the annualized yield on Moody's Aaa bond portfolio. The parameter ρ t is the sample autocorrelation at lag t months. Means and standard deviations of returns on arbitrage portfolios are expressed in annualized percent.
Panel B Mean Std. Dev.
Arbitrage Portfolios: Table II The Predictive Regression Slope Coefficients and their t-Ratios
The table summarizes the time-series multivariate regression of 25 size-book-to-market portfolios on lagged information variables. Each panel reports posterior means of the regression intercepts and slopes along with ratios obtained by dividing the means by the corresponding posterior standard errors. The resulting quantity is denoted "t-ratio" due to its resemblance to the classical t-statistic. Bold face figures correspond to t-ratios greater than two. Values reported in Panels A are based on the unrestricted regression; values reported in Panel B are based on a predictive regression restricted by the three-factor model of Fama and French (1993) . Posterior means and standard deviations based on both scenarios are derived in part D of the appendix. Also reported in Panel B are posterior means and t-ratios obtained by running the multivariate time-series regression of the three FF factors on a constant intercept and lagged information variables. The size-book-to-market portfolios are identified by a combination of letters and numbers designating increasing values of size (S1, . . . , S5) and book-to-market (B1, . . . , B5). For instance, S1 refers to the lowest 20 percent of market capitalization, whereas S5 refers to the largest. The set of predictive variables includes dividend yield (Div), return on the equal-weighted NYSE index in excess of the return on the one month Treasury bill (Ret), one month Treasury bill rate (Tbill), default-risk spread (Def), and term spread (Term). Table III Asset Allocations and the Imposition of the FF Restriction on Predictive Regressions
The table reports optimal allocations as a percentage of the total invested wealth across 25 portfolios sorted on size and book-to-market and a risk-free cash account for mean-variance optimizing investors whose relative risk aversion coefficient is equal to each of the values 2, 5, 8, or 11. Asset allocations are derived for the unrestricted predictive regression paradigm (denoted UN) as well as for predictive regressions whose intercept and slope coefficients conform to the three-factor model advocated by Fama and French (1993) (denoted FF) . Negative asset allocations represent short sales, and negative cash amounts denote borrowing. Also reported is a certainty equivalent measure (denoted CE) based on the predictive moments corresponding to the unrestricted scenario. Optimal allocations are based on the first two moments of the Bayesian predictive distribution, obtained by using monthly returns spanning the period July 1935 through December 1998. The portfolios are identified by a combination of letters and numbers designating increasing values of size (S1, . . . , S5) and book-to-market (B1, . . . , B5). For instance, S1 refers to the lowest 20 percent of market capitalization, whereas S5 refers to the largest. Panel A reports optimal allocations when the current values of predictive variables are equal to actual realizations, Panels B, C, and D report the same quantities when the current values are equal to sample means, one standard deviation above and one standard deviation below sample means, respectively. The set of predictive variables includes dividend yield, return on the equal-weighted NYSE index in excess of the return on the one month Treasury bill, one month Treasury bill rate, default-risk spread, and term spread. The table reports a percentage loss in certainty equivalent measures computed from a perspective of investors who discard the pricing restriction on stock return predictability as worthless, but are forced to allocate funds across 25 portfolios sorted on size and book-to-market based on predictive regressions whose coefficients conform to three asset pricing models: the four-factor model of Carhart (1997) who accounts for momentum in stock returns documented by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) (denoted MKT, SMB, HML, WML); the threefactors of Fama and French (1993) in conjunction with default-risk premium and term-structure premium (denoted MKT, SMB, HML, DEF, TERM); and the four factors studied by Carhart (1997) The table reports a percentage loss in certainty equivalent measures computed from a perspective of investors who discard the pricing restriction on stock return predictability as worthless, but are forced to allocate funds across 20 portfolios sorted on industry affiliation based on predictive regressions whose coefficients conform to four asset pricing models: the FF three-factor model (denoted MKT, SMB, HML); the four-factor model of Carhart (1997) who accounts for momentum in stock returns documented by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) (denoted MKT, SMB, HML, WML); the three-factors of Fama and French (1993) in conjunction with default-risk premium and term-structure premium (denoted MKT, SMB, HML, DEF, TERM); and the four factors studied by Carhart (1997) The table exhibits unconditional monthly Sharpe ratios in the presence of information variables based on an investment universe comprising 25 size-book-to-market portfolios and another universe containing 20 industry portfolios. Unconditional Sharpe ratios are derived under a scenario wherein the predictive regression is not restricted by asset pricing models (denoted UN) versus scenarios wherein the predictive regressions are restricted by the following models: i) the capital asset pricing model (CAPM); ii) the FF model; iii) the three FF factors plus WML; iv) the three FF factors plus DEF and TERM; and v) the three FF factors plus WML, DEF, and TERM.
Panel A -Current Values of Predictive Variables are Equal to Actual Realizations
The unconditional Sharpe ratio is computed as The parameter ζ cannot be solved analytically. Therefore, the unconditional expectation is approximated by a Monte Carlo integration, drawing first the vector of predictive variables from its unconditional distribution. The table summarizes the time-series multivariate regression of nine arbitrage portfolio returns on lagged information variables. The table exhibits two quantities for each portfolio. The top figures denote means of the marginal posterior distribution of predictive regression coefficients. The bottom figures display ratios obtained by dividing those means by the corresponding posterior standard deviations. The resulting quantity is denoted "t-ratio" due to its resemblance to the classical t statistic. Bold face figures correspond to t-ratios greater in absolute values than two. Arbitrage portfolios are identified by two upper case letters designating increasing values of size (S,M,B) and book-to-market (L,M,H) along with the notation (h-l) , long position in the highest and a short position in the lowest HML-beta portfolios within any size and book-to-market category. To illustrate, BH(h-l) denotes a position that is long in the big size, high book-to-market, high HML beta portfolio and short in the same size and book-to-market category but with the lowest HML beta portfolio. The set of predictive variables includes dividend yield (Div), return on the equal-weighted NYSE index in excess of the return on the one month Treasury bill (Ret), one month Treasury bill rate (Tbill), default-risk spread (Def), and term spread (Term). The table reports optimal allocations as a percentage of total wealth across 9 arbitrage portfolios and a riskfree cash account for mean-variance optimizing investors whose relative risk aversion coefficient is equal to each of the values 2, 5, 8, or 11. Asset allocations are derived for the unrestricted predictive regression paradigm for various current values of information variables. (Obviously, when predictive regression coefficients conform to values implied by a characteristics-based model, optimal allocations to arbitrage portfolios are zero.) Negative asset allocations represent short sales, and negative cash amounts denote borrowing. Also reported is a certainty equivalent measure (denoted CE) based on the predictive moments in the unrestricted scenario. Optimal allocations are based on the first two moments of the Bayesian predictive distribution, obtained by using monthly returns spanning the period July 1929 through June 1997. Arbitrage portfolios are identified by two upper case letters designating increasing values of size (S,M,B) and book-to-market (L,M,H) along with the notation (h-l), long position in the highest and a short position in the lowest HML beta portfolios within any category of size and book-to-market group. To illustrate, BH(h-l) denotes a position that is long in the big size, high book-to-market, and high HML beta portfolio and short in the same size and book-to-market category but with the lowest HML beta portfolio. The set of predictive variables includes dividend yield, return on the equal-weighted NYSE index in excess of the return on the one month Treasury bill, one month Treasury bill rate, default-risk spread, and term spread.
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